CLIMBING

Getting Started

Players & Ratios:
→ Teams must have at least a total of 6 participants in total and a minimum gender ratio of 4:2.

Waivers:
→ A liability waiver must be signed to participate in climbing intramurals.

Regulations:
Format:
→ Following a bouldering format, teams will be given 6 boulder problems to try to complete during the 50 minute timeframe.
→ A competitor may give any problem any number of tries.

Points & Scoring:
→ Points are awarded when a competitor reaches either a zone hold or completes the problem.
→ Reaching a zone hold rewards in 1 point while completing the route receives 2 points.
→ With 6 problems and a max of 6 teammates, the highest score possible is 60 points.
→ There is self-policing on scoring.

Safety:
→ All participants are expected to climb with a spotter while the Rock Court instructor monitors all the team’s ascents.

Winning
→ Points are accumulated week to week and the total points are used to determine the team that wins the league competition.
→ There will not be winners on a week to week basis as the competition is against all teams rather than a team vs. team format.